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Product Warranty Card
Important information

Name

Add

Phone

Model

Date of purchase

Manufacture Date

Dangero
Attention
Maintenance Time

Do not ues liquid(such as detergent

Problem

Maintenance Record
Maintenance Staff

Purifier is not a toy,please

or flammable solvent)to clean or

Maintenance
Expenses/Parts
Expenses

Maintenance
Document

do not give it to child to

splash the Purifer
play with

Attention

Attention

Please keep the vent without

For the sake of your safety, please

closed occlusion do not cover

do not regulate the Purifier when

the vent

you are driving, if you want to
regulate it, please stop the car first!

Attention

Attention

When you use it in car,for

Clean the Purifier:

the sake of safety,do not put

1.Turn off the Purifier

it on the air bags

2.Please wipe the Purifier with
soft dishcloth

Attention
Environmental
When the Purifier is

Protection

working please do not invert

In order to protect the earth

it,and do not use it in inversion

environment please do not discard
the Purifier with other domestic
garbage.Please take the Purifier to the 0fficial Garbage Collection
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Center.The straimers belong to the domestic garbage.

The Seller provides repair service of a product during 1 year period starting from purchase
date, provided product was used properly as per this manual.
In case of any malfunction customer can choose to return, exchange or repair the product
within 15 (fifteen) days after purchase.
Please refer to following conditions of exchange or repair of the product:
Conditions for free maintenance:
1. You can provide the bill or any other proof of product`s purchase in order to be able to
apply to seller`s agent for exchange or repair;
2. The product must be in the maintenance period of 1 year since purchase;
3. The functional defects are not caused by the users.
Conditions for non-free maintenance:
1. If the product is not proved to be purchased from the seller or the product is not in the
maintenance period (return, exchange or repair period);
2. The damage caused by power instability in customer`s power source or power source is
not comply with national standards;
3. The damage caused by unauthorized maintenance, wrong use, collision, negligence,
excessive usage, water penetration, accident, modification and incorrect installment.
Customer can not return the product in case of:
1. The outer package, parts damage or absence;
2. Purchasing bill is altered or absent;
3. Any non-repairable damage caused by improper use;
4. Any damage caused by unauthorized maintenance, wrong use, collision negligence
excessive use.
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